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BY TOM REATE

ffi t sittinS in the middle of a frozen,

ffi windswept lake trying to entice a

ffi lo-inch hatchery rainbow to bite on
your offering of shrimp or salmon eggs

sounds like a good time to you, believe

it or not, you won't be alone out there.
lce fishing in Anchorage isn't quite

that bleak, and lots of people actually
seem to enjoy it. After the busy autumn

hunting and fishing seasons, outdoor
activities tend to slow way down in
Southcentral Alaska. But rather than
just give in to the grim realities of the
winter, Alaskans gear up for a season of
ice fishing.

Speaking of gearing up, the first
question a lot of prospective ice anglers
have is, "How much gear do I really need

to get started, and how much is it going

to cost?" As with every outdoor pursuit,
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the answer is, it depends. lf you aren't
lucky enough to have a friend who has

already made the investment of shelter,

auger, sleds, heaters, etc., you're going

to have to decide whether or not to take
the plunge yourself.

Fortunately, although it's possible

to drop hundreds of bucks into the pur-

suit, it's also possible to start out with
minimal gear, getting your feet wet,
so to speak, and spending a couple of
days on the ice before making any rash

buying decisions,

ffiffi & ffiffiflffiffiY chilly Saturday, I took a

tour of several of the more popular

lakes in town to see what people were
using, and how they were going about
catching fish through the ice. As far
as gear went, I found everything from
the absolute most basic set-up, which

couldn't have cost more than $25 or
so, to elaborate camps with heated
shelters, power augers and some of the
more basic comforts of home, I didn't
see anybody with satellite TV but l'm
sure it's been tried.

For starters, all you really need is a

hole in the ice, some fishing line with a

hook, and bait. I found one couple out on

Delong Lake with a pair of kids who used

handlines wrapped around sticks, fishing
in holes that someone else had drilled
and deserted. The lines had hooks bait-
ed wlth salmon eggs and bobbers, and

within 15 minutes of showing up, the
kids had a lively little landlocked salmon

flopping around on the ice.

Just 50 feet away, Maxton Mitchell
had drilled a hole with his auger and

was using an electronic depth finder
to see just exactly where in the water

column the fish were hanging. He had

one fish to his credit for the day so far
and was using his own handmade jigs

tipped with bait to try for more.

On Jewel Lake I encountered three
guys wrangling three youngsters while
fishing. Eric Cole and his buddies iohn and

Simon were keeping eyes on the trio of
5-year-olds, while simultaneously watch-
ing their lines in the tent. Their set-up

was pretty elaborate - a big shelter with
a heater, Coleman lamp, stools, green turf
carpeting, power auger, sleds. lt was what
you might call the full catastrophe.

Cole said they get out maybe eight or

nine times ayear, and that it's a great way
to get the kids outside burning off energy

while catching mostly B- to 10-inch rain-

bows. They like getting out early in the
day for the good fishing, and they think
that earlier in the season is better, too.
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"Thij fish have just been stocked and they're still pretty stupid," Cole explained.

9&tsS f&FA *F
Tffig. BSH& ffiF a winter activity where'you can get the kids outdoor"s seemed pretty
widespread. At least on the day I went out, most of the fishing groups seemed to
have youngsters involved. A frozen lake in the middle of winteri as long as the kids
are bund-led up for the weather, is a great environment for them. They can either wait
by the fishing hole and jig or watch a bobber or tip-up, or run around like wild ani-
mals; or they can go to the shelter or the car to warm up - a pretty good deal for all.
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seven months, along with dogs Bod-

ie and Scout, out on Little Campbell,
also known as Beer Can Lake, for the

day. Derks said that they'd recently
shopped a big sale on ice fishing gear

at the local Cabela's store, and bought
a shelter, auger and some tackle as a
way to get into a family activity for the
winter. The lake is close to their home,

and if the kids got bored or cold, Jenni-
fer could run them home for a bit while
Todd stayed and fished.

Nearby, Paul Nitisapon had already
caught a pair of good-sized char and

was looking for more. He was using
jigs and shrimp, salmon eggs and baby

clams for bait. His secret weapon was a
device called a Jawjacker, an automatic
hooking contraption that preloads the
fishing rod with tension, then releas-

es when it senses a nibble, setting the
hook and ringing a bell to let the angler
know a fish is on. Nitisapon really likes

the rig, but at $40 a pop, he's not likely

to buy any more of them.
Nitisapon is also an aspiring scien-

tist - he's a student at the
Northern Lights ABC (An-

chorage Basic Curriculum) ":

School and working on a

project for the Alaska State

Fair. He said his research

so far shows that the best
times for fishing tend to
coincide with sunrise and

moonset, but that he's got

a lot more data to collect.
His dad works at the near-

by Anchorage airport and

can drop him off to fish

and stop by during the day

to check on him.

My last stop for the
day was at Sand Lake; at 67 acres, it's

the biggest stocked lake in town. There

I found Jay and Chris Delgado, Josh

Wilkins and his daughter, Brooke, set-

ting up their new shelter and drilling
holes with a power auger. As Anchor-
age natives, these folks had been fish-
ing Sand Lake all their lives and picked

their spots based on their experiences

fishing the lake in the summer. They

camped out on a hole that they figured
had about 40 feet of water and were

looking for big char.

They like using jigs and shrimp, as well

as Dardevle spoons and Mepps spinners.

Like most of the people I talked to, early

in the day was their preferred time to fish,

but Wilkins thinks that the fishing im-
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proves as the season progresses.
"Food is scarce, the fish are hungri-

er, and the oxygen levels are lower, so I

think the fishing is better then," he said.
Fortunately for people new to the

sport, there's lots of good info on the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
website (adfg.alaska.gov), wh ich shows
which lakes are stocked, when they're
stocked, which species are being re-

leased, and also what size fish are put
in. This is invaluable info, as there's
no sense fishing for char in a lake that
doesn't have any.

Species stocked include rainbow
trout, Arctic char, and king and silver
salmon. Grayling were stocked in previ-
ous years, but due to budget constraints
these gorgeous little fish will no longer
be raised and released.

The department stocks 30 lakes in

the Anchorage Bowl, including 10 on
the Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson
(JBER) military base. According to a

notice on the ADFG website, "Fishing

on Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson

requires, in addition to a valid State of
Alaska fishing license, a Recreational

Access Permit. Permits may be ob-
tained online, or at kiosks located in
both JBER visitors' centers."

ln addition to the stocking data, per-

haps the most valuable information on

the site is the collection of bathymetric
maps of all the lakes. When talking to

experienced ice fishers, nearly every
one of them mentioned the maps as

being the best source they have for de-
ciding exactly where to fish. The maps

show the depth contours of the lakes,

as well as fish species present, mean

and maximum water depth, surface
area, and access points.

Tim Wilson has been ice fishing the

TROVINIffiG GH.HM ON
Iu#'.sKJt roR $vEa 1oYHfim.s!
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Anchorage lakes for about seven years

and swears by ADFG's cartography.
"When I use the maps, I look for

structure on the lake bottom - spires,

ridges, dropoffs and deep holes. I also

look for fallen trees sticking out from
the ice and l'll drill a few holes to ex-
plore around weed beds too," he said.
"When I find a good spot, I use my pow-

er auger and drill in a key pattern out
from the shore. lf I don't get bites in'10
to 15 minutes, I move on."

The website also has a complete
ice fishing curriculum. Called 'A Cure

for the Cold, Let's Go lce Fishing," the
downloadable PDF covers nearly ev-

erything a new angler needs to know,

from cold-weather clothing to tackle
and bait, ice fishing safety, fish identi-
fication, and lots more. lt's geared to
youngsters, but has plenty of valuable
info for anyone considering taking up

the sport.

SPE&KEffi& (}F SAFEYY, nobody should
venture out onto a frozen lake without

first making sure it's safe

to do so. While some peo-
ple feel safe with 2 inches
of ice underneath them,
most are a bit more con-
servative, opting to wait
until the ice is 4 to B inch-
es thick. The Municipality
of Anchorage has an on-
line publication, "Winter

A sign leads the way to Sand
Lake, where, unfortunately,
northern pike have been illegally
released. (ToM REALE)
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Recreation Trail and lce Status Report,"
which shows the ice thickness at a cou-
ple of the lakes in town, While only two
of the 30 stocked lakes are listed, it'll
give you a rough idea of when to start
thinking about heading out. Go to muni.

org, and on the Parks and Recreation
page look for the "lce/frails Status"
link on the left side of the page (click to
download the weekly report).

Before heading out, check the regs for
ice fishing rules. ln most instances, each

angler can fish with two lines, with one

hook or lure on each line. Winter bag and
possession limits may vary from sum-
mer regs, so be sure to know ahead of
time how many fish you can keep.

Also, make sure you've bought a2a$
license, which is super easy to buy and

print out from ADFG's website.

Once you've checked all the possi-
bilities of safe ice, adequate gear for the
weather and fishing equipment, give
hard-water fishing a try.

Who knows? You, and a bunch of
fish, just might get hooked. asr

THE BAY COMPANY
ln 1952 The Bay Company was established by Dan Roberts in Wrangell,
Alaska. ln 1979, we bought his small marine business, making it our own
family-focused business. ln 2004, we had an opportunity to grow and
expanded to Craig, on Prince of Wales Island.
Beside the recreational boater, we service commercialfishermen, lodges
and charter applications. Our services have been grounded by three key
components:
1. Complementary strategies providing the best service with factory-
trained technicians;
2. Unrivaled customer support from a dedicated sales team;
3. Offering the best brands suited for Southeast AIaska today.
These strategies have positioned The Bay Company for a bright future
of sustained growth in Southeast AIasl<a and beyond.
With our crew of 10 employees between our two stores, the marine
business keeps us busy year-round, selling and servicing Mercury and
Yamaha outboard motors, as well as selling and servicing Arctic Cat and
Polaris ATVs and snowmobiles.
Word of mouth has always been one of our best advertisements.
With our attention to detail, work ethic and unrivaled reputation
for exceeding customer expectations in Southeast AIaska and all of
Alaska, our family-operated business has earned the trust of Alaska's
demanding customers. - Chet and Barbara Powell, The Bay Company

Cnarc, AK (soz)sze-er+r WnaucELL, AK (sozlet+-tz+o WWW.BAYCOMPANY.COM
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